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1. Introduction
Along with other Mediterranean Countries, until few decades ago Italy was a Country
of emigration: from the unification of the State in 1861 until the 1970s an impressive number
(almost 27 million) of Italian people went abroad desperately seeking for a job. Today around
5 million of people holding an Italian passport still live abroad, where the total number of
people of Italian origin, migrants and their descendants, is about 60 millions. Since the 1970s
Italy has then become a State of immigration. In the beginning the number of people coming
from abroad was modest.1 It is only in more recent years that human migration from developing Countries has been more visible. As such, this phenomenon has had an important effect
on the StatÈs religious geography that, due also to the pressing process of globalization, is
now facing a new kind of pluralism.2
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Before the recent wave of immigration and the process of globalization, 3 Italian religious population was pluralistic, but with a number of denominations having a similar (JudeoChristian) tradition. Today, on the contrary, the neo pluralism indicates the presence of people from very different cultures that, compared to the Judeo-Christian ones, involve distinctive customs, peculiar value systems and unique religious practices.4 How has the StatÈs
legal system reacted to this new situation?
Many different legislative Acts have dealt with immigration. None of them, however,
contain reference to the cultural and religious impact of the immigrant populations.5 This is
surprising since the debate on new cultures has been violently raised, politically exploited
and largely covered by the media. Moreover, many disputes on the pluralisation of Italian society are focused on Islam, even though the Islamic presence in the Country is not as significant as it is in other European States.6
Often these debates are primarily based on the way the issues concerning Islam are
perceived and felt and not on the actual reality of the situation. For example, the question of
religious veils is fiercely questioned, even if few women wearing Islamic scarves actually appear in the Italian cities. Similarly, the discussion about places of Islamic worship, mosques
and minarets, is vividly present on the Italian media, even if few visible mosques and no minarets have been built in the Country. The problem of genital mutilations has in some local
context been described as a health emergency, long before concrete significant cases have
been recorded and investigated by the competent authorities. Not to mention the arguments
related to the burqa, which has led to the proposition of a law banning it from public schools,
even if until now no student has worn a burqa in the Country.
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In brief, all these issues are imported from other Western States where the presence
of Islamic organizations has been more long-standing stronger than it is in Italy. In any case,
the debate concerning religions is now focused on both Islam and problems that, at the moment, do not always have real (empirical) foundation. On the other hand, with regard to the
new Italian religious pluralism, no coherent political and legislative project has been produced yet.
The threat of terrorism, fed by religious fundamentalism, and the fact that the phenomena of immigration and pluralisation of society are relatively recent may partly explain
this outcome. Nevertheless, there are also cultural, political and historical specificities of Italy
that need to be taken into serious account in order to better understand the approach of the
State and the relative authorities in regulating religions and religious questions. One of these
specificities refers to the connection between Catholicism (the major religion in the Country)
and Italian society.
****
In the first part of this article I will focus the attention on the peculiar connection
among Italian society, national identity and Catholicism. Then I will analyse the legal and political strategies through which the Catholic Church and, to some extent, other confessions
(those that have long co-existed in Italy) seek to preserve a special status and the relative
privileges. On the other hand, I will investigate the manner in which ‘neo’ religious groups
(which are made up of the recent wave of immigration) operate with a view to improve their
legal status, also considering some provisions stated by the 1948 Constitution, including
those related to the supreme principle of State secularism (principio supremo di laicità), as
the Italian Constitutional court has called it. The fact is that, in the light of a current unprecedented religious pluralism, this principle seems to be reflecting in a legal policy based on a
‘limited secularism’ or, as some have said, a baptised laicità. As a consequence, the same
legal policy, which seems attractive for some religious groups, is systematically seen as a
disadvantage as well as discriminatory towards other communities.

2. Italian Society and Religions
In Italy the Catholic Church still plays an important role in civil society and in politics,
as is demonstrated by many empirical indicators, including those referring to the national education system. In this case, the majority of pupils (90% in 2014) are educated at public
schools, and about 65% of non-State schools are Catholic. Since 1984, the year in which the
1929 Lateran Pacts between the Kingdom of Italy and the Holy See was renewed,7 every
student at any level of public education can choose to attend (1 hour per week) the teaching
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of Catholic religion. In the last years about 88% of the Italian students have chosen to attend
this teaching.8
Another significant indicator derives from the national fiscal system. According to Article 47 of the 222/1985 Legislative Act, all Italian taxpayers can participate to a sort of ‘poll’ to
allocate 0.008 of their income tax (called IRPEF) to one of the following three institutions: the
State, the Catholic Church, and one of the religions (other than Catholicism) that have signed
an understanding with the State (ex Article 8.3 of the Constitution).9 The entire fund – i.e. the
overall amount of 0,008 of the IRPEF – will then be divided proportionally amongst the
choices made by the taxpayers.10 In 2014, about 7% of taxpayers chose the State, while
37% chose the Catholic Church and 3% other confessions. The remaining 57% of the taxpayers did not sign at all, which means they did not choose any institutions.11
In general, in Italy citizens and non-citizens belonging to non-Catholic communities
are between 4.350.000 and 6.450.000: among these believers there are Muslims (about
1.860.000), Orthodox Christian (1.685.000), Protestants (658.377), Buddhists (256.000),
Hindus (177.792), and Jewish (42.700).12 It means that the majority of the population (more
than 70%) still identify themselves as affiliated to the Catholic Church.13 The fact is that this
bound implies different interpretations, diverse meanings, and unique practices. As such,
the peoplÈs way of being Catholic is reflected into one of the distinctive characteristics of
current Italian religious pluralism, which inter alia underlines two trends: one outside the
Catholic world, the other within this world.14

2.1. The Italian Way of Being Catholic
As a matter of fact, in Italy only 22% of the Catholics define themselves as religiously
convinced and active, while 32% of them are convinced but not always active. 35% of the
Catholics adhere to this religion for traditional or educational reasons: they share its funda-
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mental ideas and values, but they interpret them in an autonomous and subjective way. Over
the last 20 years there has been a decrease in the number of Catholics who are not always
active in religious practices. On the other hand, there has been an increase in the number of
those who declare themselves Catholic more as a result of the culture of origin than for religious or spiritual reasons. This sub-groups takes form in a ‘religious belonging without believing’: they belong to the Catholic Church because with this religion and the relative values
they ‘feel at homÈ; at the same time, they do not believe in God. 15
This indicates that in Italy there is a flexible relationship between many people and religion, which is a typical feature of those who value the sense of belonging to
the Catholic community for some of its aspects, while interpreting others in a very personal
way. But it also shows that the Italian Catholic world is internally differentiated, with many
different ways of understanding and viewing this common religious belonging.16
It is worth pointing out that this situation does not reproduce individualism in belief or
the so-called ‘religion à la cartÈ, as any person can become the locus of religious authority.17
Yet the tendency to ‘think of oneself’ as Catholic is much more widespread than considering
oneself unrelated to religious values. In brief, despite uncertain and ambivalent convictions,
the majority of the population prefers to declare themselves as ‘Catholic’ rather than ‘without
religion’. And this probably explains the limited number of atheists or agnostics.18 Persons
who have no religious affiliation and even the ‘nones groups’ (the without religion communities)19 are constantly increasing in many European Countries: they, for example, amount to
35-40% of the population in France, Belgium and Germany. In Italy the corresponding number stands at around 9%, and over the last decades it has shown no particular growth
trend.20
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In sum, in Italy many people consider religion as a point of reference in terms of ideas
and values and not for daily and family life. This clarifies the low attendance to ordinary religious practises (Sunday worship service, private and corporate prayer, study and reading of
the Scriptures, etc.), while there is a widespread tendency to focus attention on the great religious events involving the Catholic Church (the World Youth Days, the proclamations of
Saints, the PopÈs visits to local dioceses, the commemoration of charismatic religious figures).
Finally, it should be noted that the vast majority of Italians participate in religious rites
of passage (baptisms, church weddings, religious funerals), often seen as solemn celebrations of the most important moments in a person’s life as well as in the life of the local and
national community. This justifies why many Italians continue to see in religion an important
resource for their existence, especially when facing the negative moments encountered in
human experience. Instead, ideas denying the importance of religion in the present day are
normally rejected. In other words, popular feasts, celebrations marking important stages of
onÈs own existence, and religious events still attract many people. Conversely, an important
part of the Catholic world normally deserts parishes in everyday life. Here is one of the paradoxes of Italian Catholicism: it is still able to fill the public squares, whereas the churches remain substantially empty.
Now, it is important to underscore that this situation is also a result of the unique historical process, which has left significant traces in the Country’s religious identity. As such, it
has strongly influenced the way the State governs religious issues, including those related to
cultural pluralism, on which the immigration phenomenon is now playing a crucial role.

2.2. The Major Religion and Italian Politics
In Italy the presence of non-Catholic religions was in the past mostly limited to small
Jewish communities in some main cities and the Waldensians in some Western Alpine valleys. Catholicism was one of the few common traditional characteristics of a Country that,
otherwise, was divided by languages, cultures, and socio-economic conditions. Thus, after
the Kingdom of Italy was formally unified (1871), with a weak national identity, and despite
the opposition of the ecclesiastical hierarchy to that unification, religious belonging was one
of the few elements through which many people recognised themselves as Italians. And this,
of course, ended up influencing the Italian politics.
It is safe to say that during what was called the First Republic (1946-1993) the Christian Democracy (CD) – a Catholic-inspired political party that ruled the Country from 1948 to
1993 – embodied the relationship between Italians and Catholicism. But again that relationship took shape in different forms, which did not always coincide with the proposals made by
the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the CD’s leadership. This was very well demonstrated by the
social and political changes of the 1960s and the 1970s, when many Italian Catholics supported legislative reforms in some gender-sensitive issues, such as divorce and abortion. As
a matter of fact, these practices were legalized by specific Laws, which were submitted to
national referendums by the CD party with the important operative support of the ecclesiasti-
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cal hierarchy: Italians were thus requested to strike down those Acts. However, the majority
of the electorate, including many Catholics, rejected these request.21
After the Second World War the Catholic Church retained its legal status, which was
reflected into its political prestige and influence, as confirmed by Article 7 of the 1948 Constitution22. However, this Constitution was not meant to be a Constitution of a Catholic State.
From a political, social and (to some extent) legal point of view, Catholicism was still there
and it remained the major religion in Italy. Yet the 1948 Charter was also, if not predominantly, based on fundamental freedoms, human rights, principle of equality, and cultural-religious
pluralism that, in the end of the day, was also (and still is) an important characteristic of the
Catholic community.
The collapse of the First Republic as a result of a series of public corruption scandals,
better known as mani pulite (clean hands),23 led to the end of the Christian Democratic party,
which split into small new political parties, while many of its leaders positioned themselves as
members of the old ones.24 Since then the Catholic Church has lost one of the most privileged points of reference in politics. However, the relationship between religion and politics in
Italy is not limited to the existence of Catholic-inspired parties. As we saw, it implies other
dimensions, such as the Holy SeÈs direct intervention in the Country’s political and legal vicissitudes, as demonstrated by the first Italian Law (no. 40/2004) on assisted conception.
Originally – that is before the decisions of both the Constitutional Court’s and the European Court of Human Rights –25 this Law banned access to treatment for reason other
than diagnosed clinical infertility. It banned, for example, any form of treatment with the donated gametes, cryopreservation of embryo, embryo experimentation therapeutic cloning,
both in the public and in the private sector. On the other hand, the Law allowed three embryos to be treated at the time, all of which had to be implanted even if graded of poor quality. In
June 2005, with the intent to reverse those bans, a referendum to modify the 2004 Law’s
most controversial dispositions was instituted. But this referendum had to be called void, as
the quorum (50+1% of the Italian electorate) was not reached; only 26% took part in
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22
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Garzanti, Milano 2015.
24
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25
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the voting. Many have suggested that the low attendance was due to the Catholic Church,
whose hierarchy strongly endorsed the call to boycott the referendum. 26
It should be also noted that today, along with many Italian political parties, the Catholic Church is an institution that do not always enjoy the greatest level of trust in the Country.
This seems to be mainly due to some recent scandals involving the Church, such a corruption, investigative report on the Vatican Bank27, and the clergy sexual abuse cases.28 These
episodes are supporting the idea that in Italy the Catholic Church holds too much power, enjoys undue advantages and has an invasive presence in the political sphere. This is an idea
that is further reinforced in the light of current religious panorama.

3. Italy’s Neo Religious Pluralism
In the last years immigration and globalization have favoured transnational cultural
exchanges, making it easier for Italians to have access to other doctrines. In addition, these
processes have sustained the gradual development of individualization and privatization in
religious belief, practice and belonging. It explains why many Catholics see now religion from
a more intimate point of view, preferring to follow their own ideas on faith, even though they
conflict with the Church’s official orthodoxy. If we consider that these phenomena are situated in an increasingly secularized context, where religion plays a diminishing role within civil
society, it becomes clear that the role of the Catholic Church is weaker and less rooted than
superficially thought.29
This, however, does not mean that the Church has no role within Italian society: Catholicism in general and the Roman Church in particular remain some of the most important
religious reference points in Italy. Moreover, to talk about the relationship between religion
and politics in the Country is still necessary to understand the complex connection that exists
between Catholicism and Italy’s population. This is relevant, for example, for a better understanding of Italian peoplÈs attitudes and behaviour with respect to some serious issues, including the persistent development of immigration.
It is no coincidence that the presence of Catholic institutions in Italy have important
effects on the integration of immigrants coming from abroad, exactly as they had from the
1950s to the 1980s, a period of a sustained internal migration, mainly due to the traditional
North–South cleavage. The key roles played by some Catholic organisations (such as Cari-
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See A. Barenghi (ed.), Procreazione assistita e tutela della persona. Atti del Convegno di Roma, 30
maggio 2001, CEDAM, Padova 2011; F. Buzzi, G. Tassi, La procreazione medicalmente assistita. Normativa,
giurisprudenza e aspetti medico legali, Giuffrè, Milano 2011.
27
This Bank is better known as IOR (Istituto per le opere religiose).
28
G. Nuzi, Via crucis, Chiarelettere, Milano 2015; G. Fittipaldi, Avarizia, Feltrinelli, Milano 2015; M. Politi,
Joseph Ratzinger. Crisi di un papato, Laterza, Roma-Bari 2013; M. Teodori, Vaticano rapace. Lo scandaloso finanziamento dell’Italia alla Chiesa, Roma, Marsilio 2013; C. Maltese, La questua. Quanto costa la Chiesa agli
italiani, Feltrinelli, Milano 2008.
29
F. Garelli, Flexible Catholicism, Religion and the Church: The Italian Case, above n. 14; F. Alicino,
Western Secularism in an Age of Religious Diversity, above n. 4, pp. 305-322.
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tas, Sant’Egidio Community, Christian Associations of Italian Workers-ACLI, several missionary orders and local parishes) are clear examples of that. These institutions have factually helped many immigrants at all levels. Furthermore, in these cases people practising different creeds have in a way or another discovered a common religious grammar. And, in doing
so, they have mitigated the harmful effects of the Italian legal system, which is often incapable of successfully addressing the problems related to immigration and the new religious pluralism.
The fact that some components of the Catholic world, including high media-visibility
figures and distinguished members of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, have expressed critical
opinions about immigrants and the recent pluralism in Italy does not contradict this evidence.
It only shows that, just like the secular segments of Italian society, Catholicism is internally
divided over cultural and religious diversity. And it is even more so particularly when debating
on Islam and the role of Islamic organizations within the Country. Therefore, in this case we
should ask ourselves why in Italy the questions relating to immigration and cultural-religious
pluralism are almost always focused on Islam.

3.1. Why Islam?
The mentioned debates (concerning veils, mosques, minarets, female infibulation,
etc.), together with the issues related to terrorism and fundamentalism, seem to be the symptom of the imaginary of Islam in Italy. In the last decades the changes within Italian society
are even more traumatic and the issues to face even more decisive than those related to the
presence of Muslims and Islamic groups in the Country: in any case, these changes do not
involve only Islam and Muslims. Nevertheless, given its specificity (especially when compared to religions that have long been present in Italy) and its problematic history (which currently implies the emergence of transnational fundamentalism and terrorism), Islam highlights
the most striking aspects of the Country’s neo cultural-religious pluralism: it indicates and
signals the pluralisation of Italian society.30
Islam has in other words become the discursive substitute for religious and cultural
pluralism, which implies other sensitive matters that, in a way or another, are correlated to
this religion: gender roles, clothing codes, family models, the relationship between religion
and politics, the role of religions within a democratic system, the rights and duties of the major religion, the rights and duties of religious minorities. So, in the light of these issues, Islam
has become the most extreme example of ‘other’ religions, other than traditional ones.31
As said before, religious pluralism is not a recent phenomenon in Italy, since various
religious minorities have long been present on the national scene, and are characterized by

30

S. Allievi, Immigration, Religious Diversity and Recognition of Differences: The Italian way to Multiculturalism, above n. 5, pp. 724-737.
31
F. Alicino, Imams and other Religious Authorities in Italy, in «Stato, Chiese e pluralismo confessionale», 2015, 1, http: // www. statoechiese. it/ index.php?option=com_ content & task= view&id= 726& Itemid= 41
(last accessed 1 November 2016).
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their active and dynamic existence not only at a national level, but also within some territorial
areas. The long established communities – such as the Evangelicals, the Jews, and the Jehovah’s Witnesses – make up part of the picture of a Country that is historically marked by a
strong Catholic tradition. Moreover, some of these groups have often enjoyed a level of public consideration far superior compared to their numerical importance. Today, however, under
the pressing rush of immigration, in Italy there are many religious groups introducing different cultures and holding different worldviews. This is exactly the case of Islam(s).
With the continuous flow of foreign immigrants into Italy, particularly from North Africa
and Eastern European Countries, the composition of minority religions is changing. In this
new context, Islam is becoming Italy’s second religion (after Catholicism). This is because
Islam has a substantial following among the foreign immigrants, who find in religion not only
a bond with their culture of origin, but also a important factor in the fight for their (individual
and group) rights, including those stated in the Italian Constitution. But, and at the same
time, it should not be forgotten that this is happening in a Country where the laws regulating
the relationship State-religions is usually based on the Catholic Church’s needs and the
needs of a few confessions of a similar tradition or that have long co-existed with this tradition.

4. Italy’s Legal Policy. The Strategy of Major Religion
In Italy the laws regulating the religious issues, including the relationship between the
State and confessions, has been strongly influenced by the traditional role played by the
Catholic Church. This has been evident since Italy has become an independent Country, in
the second half of nineteen century. It is true that the unification of the State in 1871 abolished the secular-territorial power of the Catholic Church, which generated the hostility of the
ecclesiastical hierarchy towards the new political entity32. However, it is also true that the
predominantly moderate policy of the Italian Kingdom made the relations with the Catholic
authorities progressively less tense; and that was even more evident during the fascist regime.33 The 1929 Lateran Pacts represented the historical turning point towards this trend. It
is not by chance that these Pacts were considered a law framework to reconcile the two parties, the Roman Catholic Church and the Kingdom of Italy.34
While rebuilding the relationship State-Kingdom, the 1929 Pacts marked a specificity
of the StatÈs laws regulating the freedom of religion, which implies the freedom – i.e. autonomy – of religious organizations. Since the Pacts were approved, in Italy the State has been
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33
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considered ‘secular’, but only in a relative sense of the term. This is evident by the fact that
those Pacts established a pro-active role for the Catholic Church in affirming the StatÈs legislation regulating some rights, especially those related to religion. More importantly, the
Pacts started a specific method of collaboration State-Church(es)35 that, since the 1948 Constitution entered into force, has partially been extended to denominations other than Catholicism.36
This result has been made possible thanks to Articles 7 and 8 of the 1948 Charter
that, from this point of view, yet again underlines the historical bonds between the State and
Catholicism.37
Article 7 of the Constitution is devoted to the relationships between the State and the
Catholic Church, whose organization is considered as an Italian prototype of religious denomination.38 In particular, Article 7 establishes the mutual independence and sovereignty of
both the State and the Church. Albeit less strong, this principle is also affirmed in Article 8.2
of the Constitution, which guarantees the free organization of denominations other than Catholicism.
At the same time, Article 7.2 declares that the relationships State-Church are regulated by the Lateran Pacts and that any change to these Pacts, when accepted by both parties,
does not require the procedure of constitutional amendments.39 It means that, when there is
a bilateral agreement, a legislative (not constitutional) act is sufficient in order to amend the
1929 Pacts and regulate the connection between the State and Catholicism. Another point of
reference for the method of bilateralism is Article 8.3 of the Constitution, which affirms that
legislative acts regulate the relationships between minority religions and the State. 40 But these acts must be based on intese, which literally can be translated into ‘understanding’ between State and religious denominations.41
Once the Italian Government and the representatives of a given religion have signed
an agreement (Article 7.2) or an intese (Article 8.3), these two documents need to be ratified
(agreement) or approved (intese) by specific acts of the Italian Parliament. Concerning the
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recent relationships between the State and the Catholic Church, on 18 February 1984 the
State and the Holy See signed an agreement, which was then ratified by the Italian Parliament (Law no. 121/1985).42 This Law is an ‘atypical legislation’ because, once it enters into
force, it can be amended only on the basis of a new agreement between the State and the
Church: no amendment based on a unilateral legislation made by the Parliament is possible.
The same can be said about a legislative act approving an intesa: this act can only be
changed via another legislative act on the basis of another understanding between the State
and the confession concerned. In this manner, the Catholic Church and some other religious
denominations (those that have signed an intesa) have the guarantee that their legal status,
benefits and privileges cannot be altered without considering their will.43
For all these reasons, the Country’s traditional denominations particularly support the
method of bilateralism. Clearly, this method represents a legal part of the Catholic Church’s
strategy to preserve its special status and privileges within the State. The other elements of
this strategy are based on political, historical and social discourses that, as seen before, tend
to underscore the ancient connection between Italy and Catholicism.

4.1. The Place of Minority Confessions
As far as minority religions are concerned, the method of bilateralism generates two
main problems. First, it presupposes a relatively comprehensive religious institution capable
of representing a denomination at the national level; this is a requirement that proved to be
problematic for some denominations, such as those referring to Islam.44
The second problem is generated by the excessive amount of discretion that the
Government possesses in deciding whether to accept or reject the proposal made by a denomination to enter into negotiations for concluding an intesa. In this case, the attention is
particularly focused on the 52/2016 decision of the Italian Constitutional Court, which establishes that the Government’s refusal to open negation concerning intesa is a ‘political act’. As
such, this act cannot be subject to judicial review. This in practice means that the Government can freely decide which religion is entitled to sign an intesa with the State: on this matter, there is no legal limitation on the Government’s power and discretion. Which risks being
transformed into discrimination against some religious minorities.45 This danger is emphasized in the light of the principles stated in Articles 8.1, 19 and 20 of the Italian Constitution,
under which:
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all religious denominations are equally free before the StatÈs law;
all confessions and the relative members have the right to profess freely their
religious faith in any form, individually or in association, to disseminate it and
to worship in private or public;
• the religious character or the religious aim of some associations or institutions
cannot justify neither special legal limitations nor greater fiscal tax for their
constitution, status or any of their activities.
But such legal antinomies are even more evident when one refers to the prior decisions of the same Court that, since 1989, has placed secularism (in Italian laicità) among the
supreme principles of the StatÈs constitutional system (la laicità è uno dei principi supremi
dell’ordinamento costituzionale).46 It is a result of the combined interpretation of various constitutional provisions, which do not imply indifference towards religions, but equidistance and
impartiality towards different denominations.
In other words, the supreme principle of laicità is based on the prohibition of unreasonable discriminations as well as the StatÈs positive attitude towards all religious communities.47 This means that, compared to the previous (fascist) regime, there can no longer be an
unreasonable (not-constitutionally based) distinction between not only the Catholic Church
and other denominations, but also between the minority religions that have signed an intesa
and those that do not posses any understanding yet48. Nonetheless, the practical implementation of these constitutional principles – including the supreme principle of laicità – has revealed many interconnected difficulties, especially in relation to the method of bilateralism
and in the light of the neo religious pluralism. 49
One of these difficulties is due to the fact that both Article 7.2 and Article 8.3 of the
Constitution are used by the State to award to some confessions a set of rights, benefits and
privileges. In this way, questions related with the fundamental rights can become matter of
specific accords subject to the will of selected confessions and the Italian Government which,
as stated by the 52/2016 Decision of the Constitutional Court, has a great discretion on this
field. And this is not all.
•
•
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The situation is made worse by the fact that in the last thirty years the practical implementation of Article 8.3 of the Constitution has been characterized by the phenomenon of
the so-called ‘photocopy understandings’ (intese fotocopia), that is to say by the substantial
similarity of all intese (twelve) that have been signed by few minority religions until now.50 As
a result, these intese have established a de facto common legislation, which is far from being
considered general legislation:51 this legislation is common to those religious denominations
that have signed an understanding, but it cannot be applied to other confessions that do not
have an intesa yet.52 Here is the reason why minority religions see Article 8.3 more as an instrument of political-legal legitimation than as a legal opportunity to enjoy their religious freedom, which implies the possibility to express their specific identities and needs.53
To this respect, it should be recalled that there is no formal procedure of using Article
8.3, which can turn the discretionary power of the Government into unreasonable (notconstitutionally based) discrimination towards religious denominations excluded from the
common legislation based on intese. These denominations remain in effect subject to the
1929 Law (no. 1159) on ‘admitted religions’ that, approved during the fascist regime, legitimize an even greater discretionary power by the Italian Government.54 On the contrary, religious groups possessing an understanding with the State are no longer subject to the
1159/1929 Law, whose provisions are entirely replaced by those (more favourable) affirmed
in the legislative act approving an intesa.
It is not without a reason that when this bilateral-common legislation procedure was
extended (in 2012) to some very ‘new’ religious organizations – which more than others mark
their difference from the Catholic Church – very complex judicial disputes came out. A telling
example is the agreement between the State and the Italian Buddhist Union (UBI), whose
provisions have produced intricate legal paradoxes, alimented by the ‘strangÈ relationship
between the common legislation based on intese and the 1929 Law on admitted religions.
With the aim to celebrate religious marriage with civil effects, on 9 June 2009 two
dharma masters of the Temple of Shôbôzan Fudenji, a Buddhist organization that is member
of the UBI, requested to be recognised by the StatÈs authority. In accordance with the provisions of the 1929 Law and after a long administrative dispute, the Italian Minister of Interior
appointed (January 2013) these dharmas as religious ministers. But twenty days later an intesa between the State and the UBI association entered into force, replacing the 1929 Law
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that, in respect to all members of that association, could no longer produce legal effects. This
means that the dharma masters were not considered any more as religious minister under
the 1929 Law. They could acquire the status of religious ministry by the norms of the 2013
agreement: it seemed, then, that from the dharma’s point of view it did not matter at all
whether or not the 1929 Law was effective. However, that was not the case. The 2013 intesa
does not provide any rule regulating the religious marriage with civil effect; which, as said
before, is the main (if not the only) reason for the dharma masters to want to be appointed by
the State. So, since the 2013 agreement entered into force, the marriage celebrated by those
masters can no longer have any civil effect, unless the Temple of Shôbôzan Fudenji chooses
not to be part of the UBI association and to re-submit itself and its members to the less favourable provisions of the 1929 Law. Whatever be the choice, this example is quite revealing
that the Italian legislation regulating State-confessions relations does not always meet the
needs of ‘new’ (i.e. very different) denominations, within which both the model of the ‘traditional Church’ rarely have corresponding components.55
It should also be noted that the 1159/1929 Law was designed to regulate the traditional denominations other than Catholicism. These are minority denominations whose notion
was based on Italy’s religious geography of the first half of twentieth century: a geography
that, under the pressing process of immigration and the elusive phenomenon of globalization,
has now been modified.56 It explains why the provisions of the 1159/1929 Law do not always
meet the needs57 of those religious communities whose presence in Italy is relatively recent,
as is the case of the Islamic organizations.58
Having said that, it is important to underscore that one of the barriers to the use of Article 8.3 of the Constitution is not the peculiar characteristic of Islam and Muslim groups.
Quite the contrary, one of the biggest obstacles is that in Italy many Islamic communities are
not recognised as religious creeds. So, they have no possibility not only to sign an intesa, but
also to establish any connection with the StatÈs legal system.

4.2. Italy’s Limited Secularism
In Italy any community with religious aims can operate within the State, without authorization or prior registration. The only limit is based on the protection of public order and
common decency. In theory, Islamic groups may thus choose among various types of legal
capacity. 59 In practice, these groups are normally regulated by the general legislation con-
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cerning association in its double version: recognised and non-recognised associations.60 This
means that in Italy Muslim communities are not only excluded from some important privileges
(like those established by both the intese and, with the mentioned problems, the 1159/1929
Law61), but also from the possibility to be legally recognised by reasons of their religious
aims. They can only enjoy the legal benefits guaranteed to all other private associations,
which are irrespective of religious connotations.62
Now, whatever ideas one may hold about Islam, one can still infer that in Italy many, if
not all, Islamic groups may be defined as religious denominations. And if it is true, these
groups can sign (at least potentially) an intesa with the State, in accordance with the principles of the Italian Constitution. Some Muslim organizations have in fact tried to engage forms
of cooperation with the State, promoting negotiations with the Italian Government in order to
sign an intesa. This is the case of UCOII (Union of Islamic Communities and Organizations in
Italy) that, only two years after its establishment (1990), publicly manifested that intention,
issuing a draft agreement and sending it to the Government. The same attempt was made by
other Islamic organizations, like the Association of Italian Muslims (1994) and the Islamic Italian Community (1996).63 All these efforts, though, have not been taken into consideration by
the Italian public authorities that, instead of using the section 3 of Article 8 of the Constitution,
have chosen other instruments for regulating the relationship with Islam.
For example, in 2005 the Italian Minister of the Interior established the Consultative
Council for Islam in Italy (Consulta per l’Islam italiano)64. In the following years, the Council
issued documents that aimed at reaffirming the values of a secular State and religious freedom as well as encouraging the creation of a federation of Islamic groups.
Likewise, in 2010 the Minister of the Interior established a Committee for Islam in Italy
(Comitato per l’Islam Italiano). Made up of 19 members, this Committee included not only
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Muslim representatives but also non-Muslim academic experts on Islam and even antiMuslim prominent figures in journalism. This choice was clearly intended to soften the vague
attempt of representativeness of the 2005 Consultative Council. The Committee was performing consultative functions and the Ministry listened to its views on some matters. Since
then, this approach has also been followed at the local level, where Consultative forums with
representatives of local Muslim communities and experts in religion have been established.65
In March 2012 the Minister for Cooperation and Integration created a Permanent
Conference on Religions, Culture and Integration (CRCI), in which there were representatives of Muslim organisations and experts on Islam and on other religions. The CRCI was
essentially conceived as a space for meetings and seminars rather than a consultative or
decision-making body.
On December 2015 the Department of Penitentiary Administration (DAP) and the
UCOII signed a Memorandum of understanding, which may be seen as an important effort
towards a more reasonable approach of the questions raised by the growing presence of
Muslim inmates in the Italian prison system.66
On January 2016 the Italian Minister of Interior established the Council for Relations
with Italian Islam (Consiglio per le relazioni con l’Islam Italiano), made up of experts in Ecclesiastical law, religions and Islam. The Council provides opinions and formulating proposals
on the integration of the Islamic population in Italy. In this context, on February 2017 the Minister of Interior and some Islamic organizations signed the National Pact for an Italian Islam
(Patto nazionale per un Islam Italiano), which aims “to strengthen dialogue and active collaboration with the interior ministry administration, continuing efforts to work against expressions
of religious extremism and promoting a process of legal organization of Islamic organizations
in harmony with the principles of current regulations on the issue of religious freedoms”.67
Now, it seems that all these political attempts have not been coherent and, above all,
they have not been taking into consideration the principles and the instruments established
by the Italian Constitution. Moreover, these attempts reveal some sort of epistemological obstacles,68 upon which the Italian public actors tend to consider Islam and the corresponding
groups unable to have a factual collaboration with the State.69
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In other words, the Italian attitude on the questions related to Islam seems to be
based on the fact that the Islamic organizations are considered ‘other’ than those denominations that are more compatible with the traditional system of relationship State-confessions
established in Italy until now: 70 a system that has been determined through the implementation of Articles 7 and 8 of the Constitutions and the 1159/1929 Law. Hence, since Islamic
groups are different from the traditional creeds, public actors tend to promote new pathways,
like those referred to as Consulta, Comitato, Conferenza, Consiglio, Patto.
Another important example of the Italian attitude on this field is given by the Charter
of values for the integration and citizenship (Carta dei valori per l’integrazione e la cittadinanza),71 also sponsored as the basis for a future understanding between the State and Islam.72
In this case, the Italian Committee for Islam has suggested that at very least Islamic imams
should subscribe to this Charter. This must be done in accordance with the 1159/1929 Law
that, to this aim, has to be accompanied by a circular of the Ministry of the Interior that, in
turn, must give a constitutional interpretation of the 1929 Law.73 This proposal raises some
delicate questions. First, for what reason do we need a ministerial circular to clarify the purpose of the 1159/1929 Law? Second, why must the subscription of the Carta dei valori
(which has no legal status) be considered a prerequisite in order to appoint an imam, when
this same duty is not requested from religious ministers of other confessions? And, last but
not least, why must the public actors exclude the possibility to regulate this and other issues
through Article 8.3 of the Constitution, as has been done with twelve denominations other
than Islam?

5. Conclusion
In Italy the method of bilateralism in general and the use of Article 8.3 in particular
remain tailored on the exigencies and the notion of traditional creeds. In turn, this notion is
manly based on the model of Catholic Church’s organization, the major religion in the Country. As a consequence, in the light of a current (unprecedented) religious and cultural pluralism, the Italian laws seem to be characterized by a limited secularism or, as some have said,
a baptised laicità. Tending to privilege some denominations, those legal instruments are not
used for regulating different (theologically and structurally) religions.
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Thus, the relationship, or even the connection, between the State and religions
through the bilateral legislation and the 1159/1929 Law is becoming increasingly difficult and,
at times, harshly contested. As a matter of fact, this problem is exacerbated by the fact that
religions, including minority ones, are seeking a greater role in the public space as well as in
the political arena. In other terms, Italian limited secularism can be perfectly used when referring to traditional denominations. On the contrary, it can hardly be taken into account for other (minority) religious organizations, such as the Islamic groups, usually made up of immigrants.74 This is because limited secularism seems to be rooted in the past, when a monoreligious landscape characterized the Country: it is thus incapable of describing and governing today’s religious reality in Italy.75 It explains why limited secularism seems attractive for
some denominations, while it is systematically seen as a disadvantage, if not discriminatory,
by other creeds and their relative members.76
The illustrative example of that is now given by the 15 may 2017 decision of the Supreme Court of Cassation, which ruled against the Sikh Indian migrant who wanted to carry a
kirpan, a small knife or sword, because it was considered against the Italian law. Moreover,
in this case the Court stated that migrants have a duty to conform to values of the society
they choose to move, and to check in advance whether their behaviour is compatible with
local norms.77 So, the Court not only ignored the fact that kirpan is a religious symbol and
that carrying of kirpan is essential and mandatory part of religious code of conduct of an Amritdhari Sikh. It also established the principle under which all migrants must ‘adapt’ to Italy’s
traditional values that, as we saw, on the ground of relations State-confessions are strongly
influenced by the Catholicism and other few (traditional) beliefs.
Thus, in the light of these considerations, one is able to see and understand two different legal policy strategies implemented by religions in Italy:
one supported by the Catholic Church and, to some extent, by minority confessions that have long co-existed in Italy and that have signed an intesa;
the other strategy refers to the new religious communities made up of the
recent wave of immigration.
On the one hand, the Catholic Church seeks to preserve its special status and the
relative privileges by marking the traditional connection among Italian society, national identity, and the major religion. In this perspective, the State is requested to recognize “the value
of the religious culture and the principles of the Catholic Church”, which are considered inte74
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gral “part of the historical heritage of the Italian people”. It should be noted that these ideas
are expressly affirmed in Article 9.2 of the 1984 Agreement modifying the 1929 Lateran
Pacts78. Likewise, we should not forget that this Agreement is the most important example or
prototype of the method of bilateralism, which has traditionally regulated the relationship
State-religions, as stated by Articles 7.2 and 8.3 of the Constitution. The fact is that, together
with the 1159/1929 Law on admitted religions, these method seems to privilege traditional
denominations, while not taking into serious account the needs of different neo religious
groups.
On the other hand, and at the same time, these neo religious groups operate with the
aim to improve their legal status. In doing so, they too refer to the 1948 Constitution, where it
is stated that “[a]ll religious confessions enjoy equal freedom before the law” and that
“[e]veryone has the right to profess freely their religious faith in any form, individually or in
association, to disseminate it and to worship in private or public”.79 Which also implies the
fundamental right of neo religious communities and their adherents to be different.
For its part, the StatÈs policy remains passive before the issue raised by the current
religious pluralism. Moreover, it appears to be trapped in a limited secularism and, as a consequence, it is unable to strike a right (constitutional-based) balance between those two
strategies.
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Supra, para. 4.
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